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Object scrambling in Chinese:
A comparison with scrambling in Dutch and German'
Hooi Ling Soh
University of Michigan/Wayne State University

It is controversial whether the distribution of the object in relation to the duration
and frequency phrases (DFPs) represents a case of object scrambling in Chinese. Kung
(1993), Lin (l994a) and Soh (1998a,b) argue that the order [object DFP] as in (la) is
derived by moving the object leftward from the base order [DFP object] as in (lb).1 On the
other hand, Huang (1994a,b, 1996) and Sybesma (1997) argue that the orders [object
DFP] and [DFP object] are unrelated.
(1)

a.

ren] [liang ci].
wo da-Ie
rna yi- ge
I hit-PERF that one-CL person two
time
'I hit that person twice.'

b.

[liang ci]
wo da-Ie
I hit-PERF two time
'I hit that person twice.'

rna yi-ge
that one-CL

Mandarin

ren].
person

One of the goals of this paper is to provide further evidence that object scrambling
exists in Chinese. There is evidence that the positioning of the object in Chinese exhibits
prosodic and discourse information structure effects, similar to object scrambling in Dutch
and German (Neeleman and Reinhart, In press). In particular, I show that a pre-DFP
object may be interpreted as either new or old information while a post-DFP object can only
be interpreted as new information. I suggest that this distribution follows from the fact that
the post-DFP position cannot be des tressed. I propose a mechanism of stress shift that
refers to the syntactic head-complement relation. Specifically, I claim that a complement
can shift its stress to its head, but not to any other constituents. This proposal accounts for
• I would like 10 thank Noam Chomsky, Michel DeGraff, Kai von Finlel, Irene Heim, Michael
Kenstowicz, Alec Marantz and Shigeru Miyagawa for comments and discussion. Thanks are also due 10
Fang Ping Chan, Yen Hui Lin, U1i Sauerland, Kiat Hong Soh. Hoi Shen Soh. Catherine Teh. Shiao Wei
Tham, Jen Ting, Fleur Veraart, See Yap. Ellen Yuan. and Cao Yuan. This research is subsidized by the
Pacific Cultural Foundation (SC7716). All errors are my own.
I While Kung (1993) claims that [object DFPJ is derived from [DFP objectJ. the demonstrative in (lb) is
assumed not to occupy the base position, bUI an extraposed position.
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why the post-DFP object cannot be des tressed, and allows us to make sense of certain
asymmetries in the distribution of the object in double complement constructions in
Chinese. My analysis of object scrambling separates full noun phrases from bare noun
phrases (cf. van der Does and De Hoop 1998). While the distribution of the full noun
phrase object is determined by prosodic and information structure considerations, the
distribution of the bare noun phrase object is affected by the process of cliticization. 1
show evidence that bare noun phrase objects are cliticized to the preceding DFP and 1
suggest that the cliticization requirement prohibits the bare noun phrase from scrambling in
a neutral context
1•

The positioning of the object in Chinese

1.1

Full noun phrase objects

A demonstrative may either precede or follow the duration/frequency phrase (DFP)
as shown in (1) above (Tang 1990, 1994, Huang 1994b, Lin 1994a). Other objects that
may precede or follow the DFP include proper names (e.g., meiguo 'US'), certain
quantificational phrases (e.g., quanbu de xuesheng 'all students') and modified noun
phrases (heise de jirou 'black chicken meat'). 2
While the object may either precede or follow the DFP in isolation, there are certain
contexts that strongly prefer a particular word order. When a familiar definite is established
as old information in a preceding utterance, this object precedes the DFP rather than
follows the DFP.
(2)

Q:

ni qu-guo
Beijing rna?
you visit-PERF Beijing Q
'Have you visited Beijing?'

a.

#WO qu-guo
[yi
ci] [Beijing].
1 visit-PERF one time Beijing
'I have been to Beijing once.'

b.

wo qu-guo
[Beijing] [yi
ci].
1 visit-PERF Beijing
one time
'I have visited Beijing once.'

Mandarin

A referential definite must also scramble as shown in (3).
(3)

Q:

ni jian-guo na-ge dai yanjing de ren rna?
you see-PERF that-CL wear glasses DE person Q
'Have you seen the person who wear glasses?'

a.

#Wo jian-guo [liang ci] [na-ge
ren].
I see PERF two time
that-CL person
'I have seen that person twice.'

b.

wo jian-guo [na-ge
ren] [liang ci].
1 see-PERF that-CL person two time
'I have seen that person twice.'

Mandarin

2 Certain quantificational noun phrases involving numeral such as yi ge lushi 'one lawyer' cannot follow
the DFP. If the noun is modified (e.g., yi ge cong-Iai·bu ling la jiang-hua de lushi 'a lawyer who never
listens to him speak'), then the noun phrase can appear after the OFP. QPs such as lui duo san ge Ten 'at
most three persons' are also prohibited from the post-DFP position. See Soh (l998b) for discussion.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss2/11
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The examples above show that the post-OFP position is not open to noun phrases that bear
old information (non-focus). An object that bears old information must move to the preOFP position.
What about an object that bears new information? Ooes it scramble or not? A
standard way to ensure that the object bears new information is to set up a context where
the object is questioned.

(4)

Q:
A;

Who does John like?
John likes Mary.

The object Mary corresponds to the wh-word who and Mary bears new information in the
above example. It is difficult to use the question-answer pair in Chinese to determine if the
object that bears new information scrambles or not This is because Chinese wh-words
stay in-situ and there is a parallel structure effect with respect to question-answer pairs.
When the wh-word precedes the OFP in the question, the preferred answer has the object
corresponding to the wh-word in the pre-OFP position. When the wh-word follows the
OFP in the question, the preferred answer has the object appearing after the OFP.

(5)

(6)

Q:

ni qing-guo
[sheil [liang ci]?
you invite-PERF who
two time
Who have you invited twice?'

A;

wo qing-guo
[Xiaoming) [liang ci).
I invite-PERF Xiaoming
two time
'I have invited Xiaoming twice.'

A;

# wo qing-guo
[liang ci) [Xiaoming).
I invite-PERF two time Xiaoming
'I have invited Xiaoming twice.'

Q:

ni qing-guo
[liang ci) [sheil?
you invite-PERF two time who
'You have invited WHO twice?'

A;

wo qing-guo [liang ci] [Xiaoming).
1 invite-PERF two time Xiaoming
'I have invited Xiaoming twice.'

A;

#Wo qing-guo
[Xiaoming] [liang ci).
1 invite-PERF Xiaoming
two time
'I have invited Xiaoming twice. '

Mandarin

Mandarin

One way to ensure that the object bears new information is to ask a question that requires
an IF focus. In such a scenario, both the scrambled and the non-scrambled orders are
appropriate as answers.
(7)

. zhenme la?
ni kan-qi-lai hen shiwang
de yangzi.
what happened? you appear very disappointed DE look
'What happened? You look very disappointed.'

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1999
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[wo de fangdong] [liang ci]. ta dou bu zai.
two time he all
not in
'1 have looked for my landlord twice today. He is not in (both times).'

wo jintian zao-Ie

a.

1 today look-for PERF I DE landlord

b.

wo jintian zao-Ie
[liang ci] [wo de fangdong]. ta dou bu zai.
I today look-for PERF two time 1 DE landlord he all not in
'I have looked for my landlord twice today. He is not in (both times).'

This indicates that while the post-DFP position is occupied only by noun phrases with new
information, the pre-DFP position can be occupied by noun phrases which bear either new
or old information. The possible positions of the object are shown in (8).
(8)

a.

b.

vP

...............FP
v.
1

1

...............

F'
...............

F

vP
.......-..v.
FP

VP

...............
DFP
VP
...............
t·1

DP
[+focus]

.......-..-

Dp.
F'
J ...............
[+focus] F
VP
[-focus]
...............
DFP
VP

'\..

~.

~J

I assume that the verb has raised from its base position (Huang 1994b, 1996) and the
raised verb occupies the position of a light verb (Chomsky 1995 extending Hale and
Keyser 1993). 1 also assume that the scrantbled object appears in the specifier of a
functional projection, which 1 label FP.
A further support for the classification in (8) comes from the indefinite shenmeren
'anyone'. Shenmeren 'anyone' cannot be old information in the sense that it does not
establish a link with a previous discourse referent Wbile shenmeren 'anyone' may not be
good information focus by itself (see Neeleman and Reinhart, In press), it together with
other elements in the sentence can provide new information. The fact that shenmeren
'anyone' can appear in either the scrantbled or the non-scrambled position suggests that the
scrambled position is not closed to noun phrases with new information.

(9)

a.

[liang ci],
Ruguo nijian-dao [shenme ren]
two time,
if you see PRT what person
yi ding yao gaosu woo
must want tell
me
'If you see anyone twice, you must tell me.'

Mandarin

b.

Ruguo ni jian-dao [liang ci] [shenme ren],
if
you see PRT two time what person,
yi ding yao gaosu woo
must want tell
me
'If you see anyone twice, you must tell me.'

Mandarin

The distribution of the object in relation to the DFP suggests that the post-DFP object (in
the base position) must bear new information while the pre-DFP object (in the scrantbled
position) mayor may not bear new information.

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss2/11
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Bare noun phrase objects

In general, bare noun phrases can only follow the DFP. There appear to be two
types of bare noun phrases (Sybesma 1997). One type has been referred to as 'nonreferential noun phrases' (Liu 1990, Kung 1993 among others) or 'dummy object'
(Sybesma 1997). These noun phrases together with the verb form an activity reading and
they appear after the DFP. As shown in (10), when the bare noun phrase appears before
the DFP, a non-referential activity reading is no longer possible. The sentence is marginal
with a generic interpretation if the noun phrase allows a generic reading.

(10)

a.

wo mai-guo [liang ci] [cai].
1 buy-PERF two time vegetable
'I have gone to the market twice.'

b.

wo mai-guo [cai]
[liang ci].
1 buy-PERF vegetable two time
*?'I have gone to the market twice.'
?'I have bought vegetables twice.'

Mandarin

The second type of bare noun phrases is referred to as 'bare NP object' in Sybesma
(1997). These noun phrases are generics and they do not seem to exhibit as strong a
violation as 'non-referential' noun phrases when they precede the DFP.3 An example is
shown in (11).
(11)

a.

wo zhu-guo [liang ci] [liiguan].
1 stay-PERF two time hotel
'I have stayed in hotels twice.'

Mandarin

b.

?wo zhu-guo
[liiguan] [liang ci].
1 stay-PERF hotel
two time
'I have stayed in hotels twice.'

Mandarin

Unlike (10) where the bare noun phrase receives a generic reading when it
scrambles (and the idiomatic reading is unavailable), there are cases where the 'nonreferential activity' reading remains when the object is scrambled. Feng (1995:18-19)
observes that the non-referential bare noun phrase may precede the DFP given a particular
context of focus. Compare (12) and (13). (12) shows that guanggun 'bachelor', which is
a non-referential activity bare noun phrase, cannot precede the DFP in a neutral context
When the numeral expression is the focus and is stressed, the non-referential bare noun
phrase object may precede the DFP as shown in (13). guanggun 'bachelor' does not have
a generic interpretation and an activity reading remains in (13).
(12)

A:.

Zenme huishi a?
what thing PRT
'What happened?'

B.

*ta da-le
[guanggun] [yi beizi].
he do-PERF bachelor
one life
'He is a bachelor for his whole life.'

Mandarin

That these two types of bare noun phrases are different is also evidenced in the phonological phrasing of
the Hokkien dialect of Chinese (see Soh 1999b for discussion).

3
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wo ning yuan da [guanggun] [yi beizi]. (Chuangyeshi)
I rather
do bachelor whole life
'I'd rather be a bachelor for my whole life.'

(13)

2.

An account

2.1

Full noun phrase objects

Mandarin

The analysis for the distribution of a full noun phrase object involves the interaction
between information structure and stress. The account for why an object bearing old
information must scramble is as follows: There is a requirement that the post-OFF position
must bear stress. 1bis stress requirement makes the post-OFF position incompatible with
an object that bears old information, assuming that a noun phrase with old information
must not bear stress. As a result, an object bearing old information can only precede the
OFP.
Stress in Chinese is realized in the length of the vowel (Duanmu 1990). Unlike a
regular sentence final position, there is evidence that the post-OFF position in Chinese must
be stressed (Soh 1998a,b, see also Kung 1993 footnote 3: 41). Soh (1998a,b) observes a
contrast between the pre-OFF position and the post-OFF position with respect to the
licensing of the wh-indef1nite shei 'who'. While a pre-OFF wh-word shei 'who' can be
licensed as an indefinite by the polarity licenser ruguo 'if, a post-OFP shei 'who' cannot.
(14)

a.

Ruguo ni jian-dao [sheil [liang ci],
if
you see-PRT who two time
yiding yao gaosu woo
must want tell me
'If you see anyone twice, you must tell me.'

b.

*Ruguo ni jian-dao [liang ci] [sheil, yiding yao gaosu wo. 4
if
you see-PRT two time who must want tell
me
'If you see anyone twice, you must tell me.'

Mandarin

This asymmetry does not apply to shenme ren 'what person'. Shenme ren 'what person'
in both the pre- and the post-OFF positions can be licensed as an indefinite as shown in
(9).

Soh (1998a,b) extends Kung's (1993) observation that a specific noun phrase after
the OFF must bear stress to include all noun phrases. In other words, all post-OFF noun
phrases (not just specific noun phrases) must bear stress. This prosodic requirement
allows us to make sense of the contrast between shei 'who' and shenme ren 'what person'.
Soh (1998a,b) argues that (14b) is bad because there are two conflicting requirements for
shei 'who' as a wh-indefmite in the post-OFP position. For a wh-phrase to be licensed as
a wh-indefmite, the wh-word must be unstressed (Yeh 1986, Wang and Hua 1997). For a
noun phrase to appear in the post-DFF position, the head noun must be stressed. Because
shei 'who' cannot be simultaneously stressed and unstressed, shei 'who' cannot be
licensed as a wh-indefmite after the DFP. Shenme ren 'what person' can be licensed as a
wh-indefmite in the post-OFP position because shenme 'what' can remain unstressed with
the head noun ren 'person' bearing stress for the noun phrase.
A second piece of evidence comes from the fact that pronouns and reflexives must
scramble. The pronoun fa 'he' and the reflexive ziji 'self' cannot appear after the DFF
while ta de N 'his N' and ziji de N 'self's N' can.
4 The sentence is fine with an echo question reading.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss2/11
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(15)

(16)

a.

wo jian-guo [talta de taitai] [liang ci].
I see -PERF heJhe DE wife two time
'I have seen himlhis wife twice.'

Mandarin

b.

wo jian-guo [liang ci] [*talta de taitai].
1 see-PERF two time heJhe DE wife
'I have seen *him/his wife twice.'

Mandarin

a.

ta rna-guo
[ziji/ziji de taitai] [liang ci]. Mandarin
he scold-PERF self/self DE wife two time
'He has scolded himselflhis wife twice.'

b.

ta rna-guo
[liang ci] [??ziji/ziji de taitai].
he scold-PERF two time self/self DE wife
'He has scolded ??himselflhis wife twice.'

Mandarin

Soh (l998a,b) notes that because pronouns and reflexives refer to a pre-established referent
and bear old information by defmition, they must not be stressed (when expressing a noncontrastive reading). As a result, pronouns and reflexives are unacceptable in the post-DFP
position, but may appear as possessors since the head nouns can bear stress. S
A third piece of evidence comes from the interpretation of the post-DFP wh-phrase.
Soh (1998a,b) noticed that a wh-phrase after the DFP has a strong echo question reading;
while a wh-phrase before the DFP mayor may not have an echo question reading
depending on whether the wh-phrase bears extra stress (but.see Feng (1995» .6
(17)

ni jian-dao [sheil [liang ci]?
a.
you see-PRT who two time
'Who did you see twice?'

Mandarin

ni jian-dao [liang ci] [sheil?
you see-PRT two time who
'You saw WHO twice?'

Mandarin

b.

Because the post-DFP position must be stressed, and an echo question is licensed by extra
stress, it is not surprising that an echo question reading is available for (17).
The next question becomes why the post-DFP object position must be stressed?
Following Cinque (1993), I assume that the most deeply embedded constituent receives the
main stress. In the case of sisters, the one selected by the other is more deeply embedded.
STang (1994) proposes that pronouns cannot appear in the post-DFP position because they carry old
information. My analysis extends this observation by suggesting that they are prohibited in the post-DFP
~oSition because they cannot bear stress.
Soh (1998a) notes that a wh-phrase after the DFP must be interpreted as an echo question. This position
seems too strong. While there is a strong echo question reading especially with shei 'who', it seems
possible to interpret a post-DFP wh-word not as an echo question. In a context where an echo question
reading is not available (e.g., when the interrogative CP is embedded within a yes/no question), there does
not appear to be a contrast between a pre-DFP and a post-DFP wh-phrase.
(i)
a.
ni zhi-bu-zhidao tajian-Ie
[sheil [liang cil?
you know-not know he see-PERF who two time
'Do you know who he saw twice?'
b.
ni zhi-bu-zhidao tajian-Ie
[liang cil [sheil?
you know-not know he see-PERF two time who
'Do you know who he saw twice?'

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1999
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Thus the object is more deeply embedded than the verb and it receives the main stress.
Why can't the stress assigned to the post-DFP object be shifted to some other elements in
the sentence? I assume following Ladd (1996) that deaccentinglstress shift involves a
reversal of the relative strength of constituents in a sister relation. Unlike Ladd (1996), I
assume that the switching of the prominence relation makes reference to a head-complement
relation and affects syntactic constituents rather than constituents in a metrical tree. I
propose that stress shift is possible between a head-complement pair but not between
sisters that do not have a head-complement relation. The effect is that an object cannot
"shift" its stress when it is separated from its head (hierarchically) by an intervening
constituent 7
In Chinese, the stress on the object can be "shifted" to a preceding verb, but not to a
preceding adverb. In (18), the pronoun which must not be stressed (in its unmarked
reading) appears in a position where stress shift is possible.
(18)

a.

wo jian-guo ta
I see-PERF he
'1 have seen him'

b.

Mandarin

vP
(s)

vP
(s)

/"'-..

v
V.1
(w)

v/"yp

VP

v.1

(s)

(s)

/"'-..
t.
OP
1
(s)

(w)

/"'-..
t.
OP
1

(w)

The mechanism is as follows: First, stress is assigned to the object since it is the most
deeply embedded constituent in Cinque's sense. The stress on the object is strong (S) in
relation to the verb which is weak (W). The object cannot switch its stress with a
phonologically null element But the VP which dominates the object may switch its relative
strength with the light verb given that it is a complement of the light verb. Once the VP
bears a weak stress, one of the elements it dominates must be weak. This is to rule out
configurations such as (19).
(19)

*

vP

--

(s)

v

v.1
(s)

-

q

-VP
(w)

-

OP
(s)

Given that the object is the only phonologically overt element it dominates, the object must
change its strength from (S) to (W). In (20), the object appears in a position that does not
receive the main stress. No switching of the prominence relation is necessary.

7 I use the term "'shift"' to indicate the effects of stress shift. This effect is achieved by switching the
prominence relation of a pair of constituent as proposed by Ladd (1996).

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol29/iss2/11
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(20)

Mandarin

wo jian-guo ta liang ci.
1 see-PERF he two time
'1 have seen him twice.'

a.

b.

---------vP

(s)

v

FP

(s)

Vi
(w)

F'

DP.

(w) J

No stress-shift

(s)

F

VP
(s)

DFP

VP

(s)

q

tj

In (21), the object appears in a position where stress-shift is not possible.

(21)

a.

*wo jian-guo liang ci ta.
1 see-PERF two time he
'1 have seen him twice.'

b.

vP
(s)
~

v
V.

VP
(s)
1
~
(w) DFP
VP
(w)
(s)
~
t.
DP
1
(s)

~

Mandarin

vP
(s)
~
v
VP
V.
(s)
1
~
(w) DFP
VP
(s)
(w)
~

t.

1

OP
(w)

The way this is determined is as follows: First, the object cannot switch its relative
strength with its sister which is a null element (and hence has no relative prominence). The
VP dominating the object cannot switch its relative strength with the DFP because the OFP
is neither its complement nor its head. The VP dominating the DFP may switch its relative
strength with the light verb as shown in (22). Once the VP bears a weak stress, there is
nothing that forces the object to change its strength in this configuration. 1b.is is because
the DFP which is weak is dominated by the VP. The structure is licensed with the stress
on the object noun phrase in the original position.

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1999
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(22)

vP
(s)

vP
(s)

/"-..vp

/"-..
VP

V

v

Vi

(w)

(s)

Vi

D~vp

(s)

(w)

~
t.

1

(w)

D~

vp
(s)

(w)

DP
(s)

/"-..

t·1

DP
(s)

Because it is not possible to shift the stress from the object to the preceding DFP, an object
in the post-DFP position cannot be one that must be unstressed. This view of scrambling
allows us to make sense of the distribution of the object in terms of information structure
presented in (8). [-Focus] constituents cannot appear after the DFP because they bear old
information and hence cannot be stressed.
The mechanism of stress shift proposed predicts that the object not preceded by a
head in double complement constructions must be able to bear stress. There are three types
of double complement constructions in Chinese: the dative constructions, the double object
constructions and the shift constructions (Kung 1993).
(23)

Types of double complement constructions in Chinese (Kung 1993):
(i)
Double object constructions
V goal theme
(li)
Shift constructions
V Gei-goal theme
(iii)
Dative constructions
V theme Gei-goal

In other words, objects bearing old information cannot appear as the theme argument in
either the double object or the shift constructions. 8 There should be no such restriction on
either internal arguments in dative constructions or the goal arguments in the double object
and the shift constructions since nothing intervenes between the objects and their respective
heads. This prediction is confirmed by the following contrasts. First, a pronoun can
appear as either a goal or a theme argument in dative constructions as shown in (24). A
pronoun can appear as the goal argument, but not as the theme argument in the double
object and the shift constructions as shown in (25) and (26).
(24)

(25)

8

a.

wo song wo na-tiao jinyu gei ta. Dative construction
I give I that-CL goldfIsh GEl he
'I gave that goldfish of mine to him:

b.

wo song ta gei Xiaoming.
I give it GEl Xiaoming
'I gave it to Xiaoming.'

a.

wo song ta wo na-tiao jinyu.
I give he I that-CL goldfish
'I gave him that goldfish of mine:

Double object construction

Many thanks to Phil Branigan (personal communication) for pointing out this prediction.
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(26)

b.

?*wo song Xiaoming ta
I give Xiaoming it
'*1 gave Xiaoming it. '

a.

wo song gei ta wo na-tiao jinyu.
I give GEl he I that-CL goldfish
'I gave to him that goldfish of mine.'

d.

?*wo song gei Xiaoming ta
I
give GEl Xiaoming it
'*1 gave to Xiaoming it.'

Shift constructions

Second, the wh-word shei 'who' can be licensed as an indefinite by the polarity licenser rna
'yes/no question marker' when it immediately follows the verb or the preposition as in
(27a) and (27b), but not when it follows the goal in the shift construction as in (27c). On
the other hand, shenme ren 'what person' can be licensed as an indefinite whether or not it
immediately follows the verb or the preposition as shown in (28).
(27)

(28)

a.

ni jieshao shei gei Xiaoming Ie rna?
you introduce GEl Xiaoming who PERF Q
'Have you introduced someone to Xiaoming?'

b.

ni jieshao Xiaoming gei shei Ie
rna?
you introduce Xiaoming GEl who PERF Q
'Have you introduced Xiaoming to someone?'

c.

*ni jieshao gei Xiaoming shei Ie ma?
you introduce who GEl Xiaoming PERF Q
'Have you introduced someone to Xiaoming?'

a.

ni jieshao shenmeren gei Xiaoming Ie
ma?
you introduce what person GEl Xiaoming PERF Q
'Have you introduced someone to Xiaoming?'

b.

ni jieshao gei Xiaoming shenmeren Ie ma?
you introduce GEl Xiaoming what person PERF Q
'Have you introduced someone to Xiaoming?'

c.

ni jieshao Xiaoming gei shenmeren Ie rna?
you introduce Xiaoming GEl what person PERF Q
'Have you introduced Xiaoming to someone?'

lbird, there is a strong preference to interpret the wh-pbrase not immediately following the
verb in shift constructions as an echo question (compare (29a) and (29b)). A wh-phrase
introduced by GEl, though away from the verb, does not have a strong echo question
reading as shown in (29c)
(29)

a.

ta jieshao
shei gei Xiaoming?
he introduce who GEl Xiaoming
Who did he introduce to Xiaoming?'

b.

ta jieshao gei Xiaoming shei?
he introduce GEl Xiaoming who
'He introduce WHO to Xiaoming?'
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c.

ta jieshao Xiaoming gei shei?
he introduce Xiaoming GEl who
Who did he introduce Xiaoming to?

The fact that the theme positions in double object and shift constructions pattern like the
post-OFF position suggests that they too must bear stress. Given that both the post-OFP
and the theme positions of double object and shift constructions are not next to their heads,
we have support for the mechanism of stress shift proposed.
2. 1

Bare noun phrase objects

I propose that a bare noun phrase cannot scramble because it is cliticized to the
preceding OFP. The evidence comes from phonological phrasing in Hokkien Chinese.
Phonological phrasing in Hokkien is indicated by the behaviors of tones (Chen 1987, Lin
1994b, Ouanmu 1995, Soh 1998c). Within a phonological phrase, all syllables change
their tones to sandhi tones except for the right most syllable (Duanmu 1995). The sandhi
rule is formulated as follows.
(30)

Tone Sandhi Rule (Chen 1987)
Tbase --> Tsandhi ' _ T #

In Hokkien, all object noun phrases are within the same phonological phrase as the
preceding OFP in neutral context 9 When the DFP bears contrastive focus, a phrase break
is possible between the OFP and the object, but not when the object is a bare noun phrase.
(= indicates the absence of a phrase break while # indicates the presence of a phrase break).
(31)

Contrastive Focus
Hokkien
gua pang-liao NNG PAl = lio. m si
sa pai.
a.
I place-PERF two time urine not COP three time
'I have urinated twice, not three times.'
b.

(32)

(33)

*gua pang-liao NNG PAl # lio. m si
sa paL *Vi DFP # ti OBI
I place-PERF two time urine not COP three time
'I have urinated twice, not three times.'

Contrastive Focus
Hokkien
a.
i khi-ke
NNG PAl = Bikok. m si
sa paL
he go-PERF two time US
not COP three time
'He has been to the US twice, not three times'

b.

Vi DFP = ti OBI

sa pai.
i khi-ke
NNG PAl # Bikok. m si
he go PERF two time
US
. not COP three time
'He has been to the US twice, not three times.'

Vi DFP = tj OBI

Vi DFP # ti DB]

Contrastive Focus
Hokkien
Vi DFP =ti DB]
a.
Ab Hong hua-ke
NNG PAl = hit tng chiaom si
sa pai.
that CL car not COP three time
Ah Hong drive-PERF two time
'Ab Hong has driven that car twice, not three times.'

I use Hokkien here to refer to one dialect of Hokkien. There is another dialect of Hokkien which varies
from the dialect presented here in certain ways but shares with the present dialect the fact that bare noun
phrases behave differently from other noun phrases. See Soh (1998) for discussion.
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Vi DFP it ti OBJ
Ah Hong hua-ke
NNG PAl it hit tng chiao m si
sa pai.
Ah Hong drive-PERF two time that CL car not COP three time
'Ah Hong has driven that car twice, not three times.'

A phrase break can be inserted after the OFP when it bears contrastive focus. The fact that
a bare noun phrase must be phrased together with the preceding OFP even in the context of
contrastive focus suggests that the bare noun phrase must be cliticized to the preceding
OFP. I suggest that this cliticization requirement is responsible for why a bare noun phrase
does not freely scramble. As mentioned earlier, a bare noun phrase may scramble when the
OFP bears contrastive focus. The reason is that there are two conflicting requirements at
work. When the OFP bears contrastive focus, a phonological phrase break is tn be inserted
after the OFP. This requirement is in conflict with the requirement that the bare noun
phrase be cliticized to the preceding OFP. Only one of the two requirements can be
satisfied at a time. When the cliticization requirement is satisfied, the bare noun phrase
does not scramble. No phrase break can be inserted after the OFP. When a phrase break is
placed after the DFP, the bare noun phrase object can not cliticize to the preceding DFP and
it appears in the scrambled position. The bare noun phrase cannot remain in the base
position since it would bear stress and receives a focus interpretation.

3.

A comparison with Dutch and German object scrambling

The positioning of the object in relation to the DFP in Chinese is similar to object
scrambling in Dutch and German.1O In Dutch, for example, a O-linked object scrambles as
shown in (34) (Neeleman and Reinhart (In press), but see van der Does and De Hoop
1998), while sentences with IP focus allow either the scrambled or the non-scrambled
order as shown in (35) (Neeleman and Reinhart (In press), van der Does and De Hoop
1998).
(34)

(35)

Dutch
Speaker A:

(Neeleman and Reinhart (In press»
Hoe gaat het met de review van Jan's boek?
how goes it with the review of Jan's book

a.

Speaker B: Ik heb [het boek] [eindelijk] gelezen
I have the book fmally read

b.

Speaker B: #Ik heb [eindelijk] [het boek] gelezen
I have fmally
the book read

Dutch
(van der Does and De Hoop 1998)
Paul maakt de laatste tijd een gespannen indruk.
'Recently, Paul seems to be under stress'
a.

Misschien komt dat omdat hij zelden de kat aait
maybe
comes that because he seldom the cat pets
'That's maybe because he hardly ever pets the cat'

b.

Misschien komt dat omdat hij de kat zelden aait
maybe
comes that because he the cat seldom pets
'That's maybe because he hardly ever pets the cat'

10 There is disagreement about the descriptive generalizations of object scrambling in Dutch/German. For
example, while Neeleman and Reinhart (In press) find that scrambling is obligatory under certain discourse
contexts, van der Does and De Hoop (1998) find that scrambling is optional with contexts.
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There seems to be one difference between object scrambling in Chinese versus Dutch and
German. Neeleman and Reinhart (In press) note that in Dutch and German, someone and
anyone do not scramble. Instead they receive a secondary stress while the stress on the
verb is strengthened.
(36)

(37)

a.

Heb je vanmorgen iets
gegeten?
have you this morning anything eaten
'Have you eaten anything this morning?'

Dutch

b.

vanmorgen gegeten?
#Heb je iets
have you anything this morning eaten

Dutch

a.

Ben je bier iemand tegengekomen?
are you here someone met
'Have you seen anybody here?'

Dutch

b.

#Ben je iemand hier tegengekomen?
are you someone here met

Dutch

Unlike Dutch and German, wh-indefmite shenmeren 'what person' in Chinese may appear
in either the scrambled or the non-scrambled position; while the wh-indefinite shei 'who'
may only appear in the scrambled position (see (9) and (14».
The mechanism of stress shift proposed entails that an object may shift its stress to
the verb only if there is no constituent that occupies a structural position between the object
and the verb. If we assume that the verb is lower than the adverb in Dutch and German,
then the non-scrambled position in Dutch and German is predicted to allow stress shift A
possible account is that Dutch and German anyone and someone are fme in the base
position because stress shift is possible in Dutch and German. Certain problems remain
with this account Among them are (i) why anyone and someone in Dutch and German
cannot appear in the scrambled position and (ii) why Dutch and German pronouns must
scramble if stress shift is available (see Neelema.n and Reinhart (In press». Alternatively,
one may assume that the verb in Dutch and German is bigher than the adverb, and the nonscrambled position is like Chinese in that no stress shift is possible. The reas.on why a
pronoun is prohibited in the non-scrambled position receives the same explanation as its
Chinese counterpart The difference between the distribution of someone and anyone in
Chinese versus Dutch and German needs a different explanation. I I Further work is needed
to understand the difference in the distribution of someone and anyone in Dutch/German
versus Chinese. 12
I I Neeleman and Reinhart (In press) argue that anyor.Jl! and someone is uninformative and cannot be
focused. Therefore, it receives a secondary stress and the stress is found on the verb. The object cannot
scramble because it would be interpreted as D·linked. It is not clear that the object preceding the adverb
must be interpreted as D-Iinked as the examples in Reinhart (1995, footnote 48 citing Eddy Ruys) show.
(i)
a.
dat elke arts wei een of andere ziekte (meestal) met plezier behandelde.Dutch
that every doctor some disease or other (usually) happily
treated
·that every doctor usually treated some disease or other happily.'
b.
dat elke arts een ander ziekte (a1tijd) met penicilline behandelde
that every doctor another disease (always) with penicillin treated
·that every doctor always treated another disease with penicillin.'
The indefinite objects do not appear to have a D-Iinked reading and yet they are fine before the adverb.
12 It may be useful to compare the wh·indefinite shei 'whQ/someone' and shenmeren 'what person/someone'
with the wh·indifinite wat 'whatlsomething' in Dutch and to determine if wat 'whatlsomething' pauerns
differently from iets 'anything/something' which is not a wh-word. Also, one wonders if there is a
systematic difference between iets 'anything/something' and a longer noun phrase such as iets lekkers
'something delicious'? A preliminary check with a n alive Dutch speaker suggests that unlike iets
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Conclusions

I show that object scrambling in Chinese exhibits information structure and
prosodic effects, similar to object scrambling in Dutch and German. This similarity
provides support for the existence of object scrambling in Chinese. I propose a mechanism
of stress shift that refers to the syntactic head-complement relation. This mechanism of
stress shift allows us to account for why the post-DFP object position and the theme object
positions in double object and the shift constructions exhibit similar restrictions on the kind
of object that may appear there. I argue that bare noun phrases are cliticized to the
preceding DFP and the cliticization requirement accounts for why bare noun phrases do not
scramble as freely as other noun phrases.
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